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Sleep Health: Reciprocal Regulation of Sleep and Innate
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Sleep disturbances including insomnia independently contribute to risk of inflammatory disorders and major depressive
disorder. This review and overview provides an integrated understanding of the reciprocal relationships between sleep and the
innate immune system and considers the role of sleep in the nocturnal regulation of the inflammatory biology dynamics; the
impact of insomnia complaints, extremes of sleep duration, and experimental sleep deprivation on genomic, cellular, and
systemic markers of inflammation; and the influence of sleep complaints and insomnia on inflammaging and molecular
processes of cellular aging. Clinical implications of this research include discussion of the contribution of sleep disturbance to
depression and especially inflammation-related depressive symptoms. Reciprocal action of inflammatory mediators on the
homeostatic regulation of sleep continuity and sleep macrostructure, and the potential of interventions that target insomnia to
reverse inflammation, are also reviewed. Together, interactions between sleep and inflammatory biology mechanisms
underscore the implications of sleep disturbance for inflammatory disease risk, and provide a map to guide the development of
treatments that modulate inflammation, improve sleep, and promote sleep health.
Neuropsychopharmacology Reviews (2017) 42, 129–155; doi:10.1038/npp.2016.148; published online 7 September 2016

INTRODUCTION
Over one-quarter of the population of the United States
experience sleep problems, and nearly a third of adults experience
at least one insomnia complaint (Ohayon, 2002). In addition,
insomnia is one of the most ubiquitous complaints in psychiatric
populations, including adults with major depressive disorder
(Irwin, 2015) and is reported in 50–70% of primary care patients
(Shochat et al, 1999; Wittchen et al, 2001,Tubtimtes et al, 2009).
Increasing evidence has demonstrated over the past decade that
insomnia is not only a health complaint but also independently
contributes to risk of infectious and inflammatory disease
including depression, as well as all-cause mortality (Irwin,
2015). Understanding the biological mechanisms that underlie
the risk between sleep disturbance such as insomnia and adverse
health outcomes will refine identification of those at greatest risk
to be targeted by early intervention and prevention of morbidity.
In this review, an integrated understanding of ‘sleep health’
(Buysse, 2014) is provided with a focus on the immune system.
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Specifically, this review examines the links between sleep and
the innate immune system, given substantial epidemiological
evidence that sleep disturbance (ie, insomnia, poor sleep quality,
and/or insufficient sleep) contributes to inflammatory disease
risk, and that sleep disturbance and inflammation are both
thought to have a role in depression (Irwin, 2015). Further, we
discuss the homeostatic role of sleep in the regulation of
inflammatory biology dynamics, and how sleep disturbance and
extremes of sleep duration impact the innate immune system at
the systemic, cellular, and genomic levels with implications for
inflammaging and molecular processes of aging (Figure 1).
Sleep is also reciprocally linked to the innate immune system;
substantial evidence from translational animal models has
revealed that inflammatory cytokines homeostatically regulate
sleep. Together, these findings support the potential to develop
interventions that either target inflammation to improve sleep
macrostructure, or to treat sleep complaints to reverse inflammation, with implications for promoting sleep health.

SLEEP: CHARACTERISTICS AND
ASSESSMENT METHODS
Sleep Characteristics
Arousal states follow a continuum from fully awake to deep
sleep (ie, highly synchronous electroencephalography, EEG,
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Figure 1. Sleep disturbance and innate immunity. Following a night of
sleep loss, or during a period of sleep disturbance, nerve fibers from the
SNS release the neurotransmitter norepinephrine into primary and
secondary lymphoid organs and stimulate the adrenal gland to release
stored epinephrine into the systemic circulation. Both neuromediators
stimulate leukocyte adrenergic receptors (eg, ADRB2) and activate
nuclear factor (NF)-κB-mediated inflammatory programs. Intrinsic circuits
detect microbes via pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) such as the tolllike receptor 4 (TLR4) and stimulate inflammatory gene expression via
transcription factors such as nuclear factor (NF)-κB. The production of
proinflammatory cytokines interleukin-6 (IL-6) and tumor necrosis factor-α
(TNF-α) occurs. Bidirectional links between the brain and periphery allow
the brain to regulate inflammatory activity, and inflammatory activity in turn
can influence neural processes in the brain and alter sleep. When this
dynamic is induced by sustained sleep disturbance, a feed-forward
dysregulation of sleep can occur, which may also confer activation of the
conserved transcriptional response to adversity (CTRA). CTRA activation
leads to increases in proinflammatory gene expression and increased risk
for inflammation-related disorders such as cardiovascular disease, cancer,
and major depressive disorder, and to decreases in antiviral gene
expression and increased risk of infectious diseases.
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and high arousal thresholds). Sleep consists of two major
‘phases’, rapid eye movement (REM) sleep and non-rapid
eye movement (NREM) sleep. In humans, the phase
of NREM sleep is further subdivided into four ‘stages’:
stages 1–4, or more recently defined as three stages, N1, N2,
and N3, which parallel a continuum of sleep depth. The
transition from wakefulness to sleep occurs during Stage 1
sleep; sleep onset is defined by the occurrence of Stage 2 sleep
and its two EEG characteristic features, spindles and
K-complexes, superimposed on a background of low voltage
EEG. Human Stages 3 and 4 sleep are referred to as slowwave sleep (SWS) due to the preponderance of highamplitude low-frequency components characteristic of the
EEG during this stage; recent scoring methods combine
stages 3 and 4 into a single category or N3 sleep.
The scoring of the EEG into stages of sleep follows
standardized, but arbitrary criteria (Rechtschaffen and Kales,
1968), which should not be construed as meaning that sleep
consists of discrete units that are quantal in nature. Rather,
continuous progression from wakefulness to NREM sleep
and REM sleep typically occurs. After NREM sleep, there is a
transition to REM sleep; and after a period of REM sleep,
there may or may not be a brief arousal or awakening. This
cycle repeats throughout the night, with humans showing
four to six NREM–REM cycles of ~ 80–110 min duration;
rats will have many NREM–REM cycles, each lasting ~ 8–
10 min. Furthermore, the interval between NREM and REM
sleep is not stable across the night but rather becomes shorter
over the course of successive cycles, in which SWS is
preponderant in the first half of the night and REM sleep is
preponderant in the second half of the night.
The distribution of sleep across the diurnal period can be
either ‘monophasic’ or ‘polyphasic’. When sleep occurs
during a single period of the 24-h cycle, as generally is the
case with humans, this is a monophasic sleep pattern. In
contrast, laboratory rodents (ie, rats and mice) show
polyphasic sleep during both light and dark periods of a
24-h light:dark cycle, which is also strongly influenced by
circadian factors. Hence, rats and mice sleep more during the
light period of a light:dark cycle than they do during the dark
period.
Although sleep was historically viewed as an organismal or
whole-brain process, there is now ample evidence that some
brain regions engage in sleep processes, while others
simultaneously exhibit waking activity. The idea of ‘local
sleep’ evolved from the hypothesis that local use-dependent
activation of brain regions during wakefulness affects the
EEG of those brain regions during subsequent sleep. This
hypothesis was first proposed by Krueger in 1993 (Krueger
and Obal, 1993), and then experimentally tested by Kattler,
Dijk and Borbély (Kattler et al, 1994). Local sleep theories are
now well-accepted and evidenced, in part by imaging studies
that demonstrate links between regional EEG slow-frequency
activity (see later) and brain metabolic activity in the same
region during subsequent wakefulness (Wilckens et al, 2016).
As such, the historical nature of sleep as a whole-brain
phenomenon is now challenged by a new paradigm of local
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sleep, which has important ramifications for assessment of
pathologies associated with sleep.

EEG Assessment of Sleep
To fully evaluate the substrates of sleep, it is necessary to
determine sleep using EEG criteria with additional assessment of muscle tone (electromyogram (EMG)) and eye
movements (electrooculogram (EOG)), important for staging the onset of REM sleep. Furthermore, multiple surface
electrodes record the EEG over several regions of the cerebral
cortex, and simultaneous recording of the EEG and either the
EMG or body movements, allows determination of phases of
sleep or wakefulness; the amplitude of the EMG, eg,
diminishes from awake to sleep. The presence of random
eye movements as assessed by the EOG, and low muscle tone
as assessed by the EMG, are characteristic of REM sleep.
Measures of sleep continuity include total sleep time, sleep
latency, sleep efficiency (ie, percentage of time awake during
the sleep period), and wake after sleep onset. As noted above,
sleep architecture includes amounts of NREM sleep, including stages 1 (N1), stage 2 (N2) sleep and stages 3–4 (N3 or
SWS) sleep. REM sleep includes measures of REM sleep
amount, REM latency, REM density, and REM duration.
To further refine measurement of the amplitude and/or
frequency components of the EEG waveform, spectral
analyses are used. Spectral analyses are mathematical tools
that are used to deconstruct complex EEG waveforms into
constituent frequency components. Fast Fourier transformation is one type of spectral analysis that is commonly used in
clinical sleep medicine and preclinical research. Fast Fourier
transformation of the EEG yields units of power for select
frequency bands. Frequency bands that are routinely
reported in sleep studies include slow frequencies (o5 Hz,
referred to as ‘delta’ frequency) and faster frequency bands,
such as ‘theta’ (generally defined as 6–9 Hz) or ‘beta’ (12–
14 Hz, spindle frequency activity). Power in these frequency
bands is associated with NREM sleep (delta and spindle
frequency bands) and with REM sleep (theta frequency
band). During transitions from wakefulness to NREM sleep,
EEG amplitude increases, leading to a shift from mixed EEG
frequencies to predominately lower EEG frequencies
(o5 Hz), or delta frequency band. In contrast, during the
transition from NREM sleep to REM sleep, there is a
reduction in the amplitude of the EEG relative to that during
NREM sleep with an EEG shift from the low-frequency delta
band to a higher frequency theta band that is accompanied
by spindle activity. Further during REM sleep, EMG activity
is reduced to its lowest level and there is an absence of
generalized activity. Importantly, spectral analysis is a
sensitive tool to evaluate the influence of such factors as
age, medication use, and insomnia complaints on the EEG
during sleep, which can further delineate discrepancies
between subjective and objective measures of sleep.
There is a homeostatic drive to sleep; the longer we are
awake, the sleepier we become (Borbely and Achermann,
1999). When prolonged wakefulness (sleep deprivation) is

imposed, humans and animals sleep longer during the
recovery night, yet do not fully recover all the sleep lost. The
recovery night is also characterized by deeper sleep, which
can be indexed by power in the delta frequency band during
NREM sleep (sometimes referred to as delta power, or slowwave activity). Whereas sleep lost during prolonged wakefulness may in part be functionally recovered by sleeping longer
and with deeper intensity, some populations (ie, older adults,
depressed patients, and abstinent alcohol-dependent subjects) evidence a defect in the homeostatic regulation of
sleep, and fail to show the typical rebound increase in deep
or SWS (Reynolds et al, 1987; Irwin et al, 2002). In contrast,
REM sleep usually recovers more than was lost.

Actigraphic Assessment of Sleep
Polysomnography provides a laboratory-based measure of
sleep and its macrostructure in humans. However, such
laboratory assessment of sleep is not fully representative of
sleep patterns in the community, and cannot be used to
estimate disturbances of sleep, which might be occurring
over days to weeks in a naturalistic setting. Hence, as
research efforts increasingly focus on sleep health in
community samples, sleep actigraphy is being used. The
watch-shaped actigraph estimates sleep patterns and circadian rhythms, and when coupled with a sleep diary that
notes when sleep onset and morning awakening occurs, can
provide an assessment of sleep continuity. For example, high
levels of activity are taken as a measure of wakefulness and
low levels of activity are taken as a measure of sleep. Whereas
these actigraphic estimates of sleep continuity are reliable
and correlate with measures of total sleep time, sleep
efficiency, and wake after sleep onset as characterized by
polysomnography (Ancoli-Israel et al, 2003), actigraphy
measures cannot replace the precision of polysomnography
in the objective assessment of sleep. Nevertheless, in contrast
to polysomnography, actigraphy provides an assessment of
sleep in a naturalistic setting for weeks or possibly months at
a time.

Behavioral Assessment of Sleep
Multiple brief self-report instruments have been validated to
screen for insomnia complaints and assess symptom severity.
Among the questionnaires that are easy to use is the sevenitem Insomnia Severity Index, which assesses sleep quality,
fatigue, psychological symptoms, and quality of life, with a
high sensitivity and specificity for the detection of insomnia
cases (Morin et al, 2011). Another questionnaire that is widely
used and validated in various populations is the Pittsburgh
Sleep Quality Index (Buysse et al, 1989; Cole et al, 2006). This
19-item self-report questionnaire evaluates seven clinically
derived domains of sleep difficulties (ie, quality, latency,
duration, habitual efficiency, sleep disturbances, use of
sleeping medications, and daytime dysfunction), in which a
threshold score shows high sensitivity and specificity for
identifying clinically significant sleep impairment (Cole and
...................................................................................................................................................
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Motivala et al, 2006). However, in many large-scale epidemiological or naturalistic field studies, it is possible to obtain
only one or more questions about sleep complaints (ie, sleep
quality and sleep duration). Even with constraints of
comprehensive sleep assessment in large-scale studies, it is
increasingly recognized that both assessment of sleep quality
and sleep duration is necessary to capture two critical
dimensions of sleep disturbance (Vgontzas et al, 2013), and
these aspects of sleep together appear to be most strongly
correlated with changes in inflammatory outcomes (Irwin
et al, 2016). Further, the strength and quality of assessment of
sleep disturbance (ie, validated questionnaire vs single item)
contribute to heterogeneity of effects linking sleep to immune
outcomes; stronger effects are found when questionnaires are
used (Irwin and Olmstead et al, 2016). Yet, when use of
validated questionnaires is not possible, it is important to note
that certain single items predict daytime consequences, a
necessary criterion for the diagnosis of insomnia (Kierlin et al,
2012). These predictive items show the following hierarchical
order: self-reported dissatisfaction with sleep, complaints of
non-restorative sleep, difficulty resuming or maintaining
sleep, and difficulty initiating sleep (Ohayon et al, 2012).
Finally, the patient’s own sleep perceptions are critical for
the diagnosis of insomnia. Indeed, polysomnography provides little information to confirm or exclude insomnia in a
study of patients with insomnia and controls, with similar
findings found in a large multicenter field trial (for a review,
see (Vgontzas and Fernandez-Mendoza et al, 2013)). Indeed,
the diagnosis of insomnia disorder in the Fifth edition of the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
(DSM-5) is based solely on the subjective complaints of
difficulty initiating or maintaining sleep, early awakening,
interrupted or non-restorative sleep, and associated impairments in daytime functioning, which must be present at least
3 nights per week and last for 3 months or longer (American
Psychiatric Association and DSM-5 Task Force, 2013).
Furthermore, insomnia is no longer identified simply as a
complaint but is defined as Insomnia Disorder by both
DSM-5 and the International Classification of Sleep
Disorders-3. In recognition that insomnia is common in
other disorders such as depression, DSM-5 classification
acknowledges this comorbidity without assigning casual
attribution, which are otherwise inherent in primary and
secondary labels. The American Academy of Sleep Medicine
does not recommend polysomnography for assessment of
insomnia, although it is typically used in the evaluation of
other sleep disorders such as sleep apnea (Littner et al, 2003).
Insomnia complaints with short sleep duration (o5 h) may
represent a more severe phenotype of insomnia disorder
(Vgontzas and Fernandez-Mendoza et al, 2013).

2008). Monocytes, macrophages, and dendritic cells comprise the immune cell types of the innate immune system,
and these cells circulate in the body using invariant receptors
to detect a wide variety of pathogens. Within minutes to
hours after recognition of a foreign challenge, these cells
become activated, which initiates a cascade of inflammatory
processes that help contain an infection and ultimately
promote healing and recovery (Medzhitov, 2008).
Microbes or pathogen-associated molecular patterns are
recognized by ‘hard-wired’ or highly conserved receptors of
innate immune cells. This strategy of pattern recognition
means that innate immune responses rely on receptors
expressed on a relatively small number of immune cell types
to detect and generate a response to a wide range of
microbial diversity. When these pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) are activated, increase in inflammatory activity
occur both locally (ie, at the site of tissue injury or infection)
and systemically (Medzhitov, 2008).
Toll-like receptors (TLRs), found on macrophages, neutrophils, and dendritic cells, represent one class of PRRs
(Medzhitov, 2008). In general, TLRs recognize conserved
components of microbes including bacteria, viruses, and
fungi. However, within the family or class of TLRs, there is
some specificity of ligand recognition. For example, endotoxin or lipopolysaccharide (LPS), a major component of
the outer membrane of Gram-negative bacteria, binds to
TLR4 (Medzhitov, 2008), which initiates a conserved
signaling cascade that is characterized by activation of key
intracellular transcription factors such as nuclear factor-κB
(NF-κB) and activator protein 1 (AP-1) (Karin, 2006). When
NF-κB is activated, transcription of proinflammatory immune response genes such as Tnfα and Il1 occurs, which
leads to translation and production of proinflammatory
cytokines that serve to coordinate the inflammatory response
(Karin, 2006). Hence, intracellular processes that occur at the
level of the genome most proximally regulate the inflammatory response. Below we describe how sleep has an important
role in the dynamics of innate immune responses including
the effects of sleep disturbance to upregulate innate immune
responses, as indexed by increases in cellular and genomic
markers of inflammation.

.....................................................................................................................................................................
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INFLAMMATORY BIOLOGY DYNAMICS OF
INNATE IMMUNITY
Innate immunity serves as the body’s first line of defense
against tissue damage and microbial infection (Medzhitov,
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INNATE IMMUNE SYSTEM DYNAMICS
DURING NOCTURNAL SLEEP: CIRCADIAN
INFLUENCES
During nocturnal sleep, both circadian- and sleep-dependent
processes contribute to the regulation of inflammatory
processes, and understanding changes in immune function
observed during nocturnal sleep requires consideration of
the influence of both sleep and circadian oscillators. To
achieve this experimental aim and strictly separate the
influences of sleep and circadian oscillators on immune
function, comparison of the immune parameters of interest
is required between a regular sleep–wake cycle and 24-hours
of continuous wakefulness. Furthermore, such studies must
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control for the effects of social zeitgebers, maintain constant
conditions during these two periods, and select participants
who are following a regular sleep–wake activity schedule.
Few such studies have been performed, especially those that
have obtained multiple measurements across the entire
24-hour period to determine circadian rhythms. Nevertheless, several studies have overcome these methodological
obstacles and found variations across a regular 24-hour
period, although the contribution of sleep and circadian
oscillators has not been dissociated for some of these
variations.
For circulating concentrations of interleukin (IL)-6, eg,
there are two peaks, at 1900 hours and again at 0500 hours,
and these peaks appear to be driven by circadian processes
(Vgontzas et al, 1999). Yet, when disturbances of sleep are
imposed on this circadian rhythm (eg, administration of
early-night sleep deprivation), the nocturnal increase of IL-6
is delayed (Redwine et al, 2000), with additional findings that
total night sleep deprivation diminishes the increase in IL-6
by about half (Vgontzas and Papanicolaou et al, 1999).
Hence, in the absence of sleep during the early part of the
night, circulating levels of IL-6 remain low and relatively
unchanged. However, even during this time of sleep
deprivation, a transient peak in IL-6 occurs at 0100 hours
indicating that circadian factors continue to influence IL-6
levels (Redwine and Hauger et al, 2000), and Dimitrov et al
(2006) have found that monocyte production of IL-6 also
peaks at 0200 hours even in the midst of sleep deprivation.
Other data indicate that the chronic disruption of circadian
rhythm magnifies inflammatory responses to challenge with
endotoxin in an animal model of shift work or chronic jet lag
(Castanon-Cervantes et al, 2010), along with an increase in
inflammatory gene expression profiles in adipose tissue
(Herrero et al, 2015) possibly due to disruption in the
circadian clock gene Rev-erbalpha (Sato et al, 2014).
Such dynamic regulation of IL-6 during nocturnal sleep
may have reciprocal effects on the central nervous system
(CNS), and regulate neural functions. Along with nocturnal
increase in IL-6, there is a robust increase in circulating levels
of IL-6R (Dimitrov and Lange et al, 2006). Because neural
tissues lack membane-bound IL-6 receptor (IL-6R), integrated action of IL-6 on brain and non-immune tissues
requires the release of IL-6R to activate these tissues.
Interestingly, the increase in IL-6R is most pronounced
during the late part of the night (Dimitrov and Lange et al,
2006), consistent with evidence that IL-6 levels are prominently increased during the late part of the night, along with
relative increase in REM sleep amounts (Redwine and
Hauger et al, 2000).
In contrast to IL-6, nocturnal increase in tumor necrosis
factor-α (TNF) and its soluble receptor appear to be driven
primarily by circadian factors (Born et al, 1997), although
there is evidence that sleep, but not circadian factors,
is associated with TNF. During sleep, serum levels
of TNF levels decrease. However, there is evidence of a
striking night-time increase in the ability of monocytes to
respond to challenge (ie, TLR-4 activation with LPS)

(Dimitrov et al, 2015), and the enhancing effect of nocturnal
sleep on stimulated monocytic TNF production adds to the
notion that nocturnal sleep favors immune defense to a
microbial challenge (Besedovsky et al, 2012).
The mechanisms that contribute to nocturnal increase in
proinflammatory cytokines are not known. Some have
speculated that danger signals such as reactive oxygen
species, nucleotides (eg, adenosine triphosphate), and heatshock proteins accumulate during the wake period, and then
act like classical immunological stimulants leading to
increased production of proinflammatory cytokines, which
then support the initiation of adaptive immune responses
(Besedovsky et al, 2012). Alternatively, proinflammatory
cytokines peak during the early SWS-dominated portion of
sleep, and SWS sleep is associated with the release of growth
hormone (GH) and prolactin. Both of these neuroendocrine
hormones are known to enhance the proliferation and
differentiation of T cells as well as to promote type 1 cytokine
activity (Lange et al, 2006; Besedovsky et al, 2012).
As discussed elsewhere, substantial evidence demonstrates a reciprocal relationship between the CNS and innate
immunity (Dantzer et al, 2008, 2012; Irwin and Cole, 2011).
Hence, such neural-immune signaling suggests the possibility of a homeostatic feedback loop between sleep and cellular
inflammation. Bjurström et al (2016) recently examined
cellular inflammation before and after a sleep period in
patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and controls, and
found countervailing associations between proinflammatory
cytokine production, sleep maintenance, and sleep depth
(Figure 2). For example, higher levels of TLR-4 stimulated
monocytic production of TNF at 2300 hours were associated
with decrease in awake time after sleep onset and with
increase in sleep efficiency. In turn, each of these sleep
maintenance measures had an opposing relationship on TNF
production at 0800 hours. In addition, higher levels of
spontaneous- and stimulated production of IL-6 at
2300 hours were associated with increase in stage 3 and
SWS, with evidence that stage 4 was associated with
decreases in IL-6 production at 0800 hours (Figure 2).
Together, these data support the hypothesis of a homeostatic
relationship between sleep and cellular inflammation that is
cytokine specific.

SLEEP DISTURBANCE AND REGULATION OF
INNATE IMMUNITY
Experimental and naturalistic studies in humans that have
examined the associations between sleep and measures of
innate immunity are constrained by several limitations. First,
measures of innate immunity have been focused almost
exclusively on levels of inflammatory markers or on the
ability of immune cells in the circulation to be activated
ex vivo. It is not known whether sleep alters innate immunity
in other compartments of the body, including the brain.
Second, the vast majority of studies have obtained only one
or two measures of inflammation at a single time point, and
...................................................................................................................................................
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Figure 2. Associations between sleep efficiency and evening (a) and morning (b) levels of stimulated monocytic expression of TNF in RA patients and
controls, as illustrated by estimated regression lines by group, controlling for depressive symptoms and physical health functioning. Curvilinear brackets
indicate residual standard error. For stimulated production of TNF, results are presented as % of total number of monocytes expressing TNF, respectively,
natural log-transformed.

the temporal dynamics of expression of various cytokines has
not been mapped. Thirdly, many studies examine circulating
markers of proinflammatory cytokines, or the expression of
inflammatory cytokines in cells after in vitro stimulation, but
not both. There are differences between levels of circulating
cytokines and the extent to which cells can respond to
stimulation. For example, if systemic levels of inflammation
are already elevated, the ability of immune cells to become
further activated may be attenuated; hence, blunted stimulated production of proinflammatory cytokines cannot be
assumed to mean that systemic inflammation is low. Finally,
there has been a focus on inflammatory cytokines without
consideration of levels of anti-inflammatory cytokines (ie,
IL-10), which together need to be assessed to capture the
balance of the inflammatory state in vivo.

Experimental Sleep Deprivation and Circulating
Markers of Inflammation
Experimental manipulation of sleep duration provides a
robust evaluation of the role of sleep in the regulation of
innate immunity and markers of inflammation. Indeed a
variety of experimental approaches including total night
sleep deprivation, partial night sleep deprivation (ie, awake
time during the early- or late part of the night), or chronic
sleep restriction (ie, reduction of sleep duration by 1 or more
hours for multiple nights) have been used to test whether
changes in sleep duration alter markers of inflammation.
Partial night sleep deprivation and chronic sleep restriction
are thought to mimic disturbances of sleep duration, which
are ubiquitous in clinical populations such as depressed
patients; hence, these experimental studies have translational
implications in understanding the pathways by which
inflammatory disease risk is elevated in persons with chronic
sleep disturbance (Irwin, 2015). Interestingly, sleep fragmentation has not been systematically used as an experimental
approach, even though loss of sleep efficiency and increase in
wake after sleep onset are particularly prevalent in depressed
patients and in older adults (Dew et al, 1996).
...................................................................................................................................................
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Among the first observations linking sleep deprivation to
innate immunity was the evidence that prolonged sleep loss
or 40 h of wakefulness induced elevated levels of IL-1-like
and IL-2-like activity, and that this increase was independent
of the cortisol circadian rhythm (Moldofsky et al, 1989).
With the advent of cytokine-specific measures, as opposed
to nonspecific bioassays, several additional studies have
employed total night sleep deprivation. For example, as the
‘dose’ of sleep loss progressively increases over 4 nights, there
is evidence of cumulative increase of C-reactive protein
(CRP) (Meier-Ewert et al, 2004). In contrast, increase of TNF
emerges as early as 1–2 nights (Chennaoui et al, 2011).
Elevated levels of IL-6 do not occur until after 4 nights
(Shearer et al, 2001); interestingly a 2 h nap appears to be
protective and reverses elevated levels of IL-6 following 4
nights of sleep restriction (Vgontzas et al, 2007). Alterations
in systemic markers of inflammation are not limited to
proinflammatory cytokines. For example, a single night of
sleep loss induces an activation of vascular endothelial
markers (ie, E-selectin, s-intercellular adhesion molecule,
s-ICAM-1)(Frey et al, 2007; Sauvet et al, 2010). However, it is
not clear whether sleep deprivation increases the cumulative
(ie, 24 h) levels of inflammation; Vgontzas et al (1999) found
that sleep deprivation shifted the temporal pattern of
circadian IL-6 secretion, with lower levels of IL-6 during
the night and higher levels during the day.
Similar findings are found for partial night sleep deprivation. When repeated for several nights as chronic sleep
restriction, 10 nights of partial sleep deprivation (eg, loss of
4 h of sleep per night) led to increased levels of CRP and IL-6
(Meier-Ewert et al, 2004; Haack et al, 2007). Moreover, there
is evidence that even shorter periods of sleep restriction (ie, 7
nights) induce increase in plasma concentrations of IL-6 in
men and women, increase of TNF in men only (Vgontzas
et al, 2004), and increase in inflammatory transcripts of
IL-1β, IL-6, and IL-17 (van Leeuwen et al, 2009), which
persists even after a night of recovery sleep (van Leeuwen
et al, 2009). Nevertheless, when sleep restriction or sleep
fragmentation is limited to only 1 or 2 nights (Stamatakis
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Experimental Sleep Deprivation and Cellular
Dynamics and Transcriptome Profiles
Elevated circulating levels of proinflammatory cytokines may
be a consequence of activation of monocytic populations, the
primary immune source of IL-6 and TNF. However, there
are other non-immune cellular sources of inflammatory
cytokines, such as adipocytes or skeletal muscle, which may
contribute to increase in systemic inflammation after sleep
loss and might be activated by sleep loss due to adrenergic
signaling (Irwin, 2015). Hence, further studies have interrogated specific immune cell populations and examined, eg,
whether sleep loss leads to aberrant increase in the cellular
production of proinflammatory as indexed by resting, ex vivo
expression of inflammatory cytokines in monocytes, or by
cellular production of IL-6 and TNF following stimulation of
the TLR-4 receptor (Irwin et al, 2006, 2010). Such cellular
production of IL-6 and TNF has been linked to inflammatory
diseases such as RA (Andreakos et al, 2004) and heart failure
(Satoh et al, 2005).
Among the first studies, Irwin et al (2006) demonstrated
that a single night of partial night sleep loss induced a robust
increase in the ability of monocytes to respond to ligation of
TLR-4 with LPS (Figure 3). Subsequent research demonstrated that this response was more robust in females, as
compared with males, and that females showed sustained
elevations in production of proinflammatory cytokines

Baseline
16.1

72.1

5.2

6.6

Monocytes expressing IL-6

Monocytes expressing TNF

and Punjabi, 2010; Schmid et al, 2011; Abedelmalek et al,
2013), or interrupted by daytime naps (Faraut et al, 2011)
(Shearer et al, 2001), circulating levels of inflammatory
markers do not appear to change (Irwin et al, 2015).
Interestingly, among those with chronic sleep disturbance,
there appears to be an increased vulnerability to inflammation following a bout of sleep loss. For example, in abstinent
alcohol-dependent patients who report ongoing disturbances
of sleep continuity, a single night of sleep loss triggers
increase in IL-6 and TNF, which is not found in those who
have no underlying sleep problems (Irwin et al, 2004).
In sum, experimental sleep deprivation has yielded mixed
results due in part to differences in duration of sleep
deprivation and the selection of the cytokine measure of
inflammation (Irwin and Olmstead et al, 2016). Further,
there is considerable variability in effect sizes (ES) between
the various studies with many studies relying on small
samples. Indeed, our recent meta-analysis did not find any
significant effect of sleep deprivation, inclusive of total-,
partial, and sleep restriction, on markers of CRP, IL-6, and
TNF in healthy adults (Irwin et al, 2016), which stand in
sharp contrast with findings that have evaluated upstream
pathways of cellular and genomic markers of inflammation.
As noted below, these studies have demonstrated that acute
sleep loss, of even a limited 4-h duration, induces an
activation of inflammatory signaling. Together, these data
suggest that more persistent disturbances of sleep might be
necessary for inflammatory signaling to be translated into
subsequent increase in systemic markers of inflammation.

Monocytes expressing TNF
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Partial sleep deprivation
13.1

26.7

34.6

25.7

Monocytes expressing IL-6

Figure 3. Representative expression of IL-6 and TNF in LPS-stimulated
CD14+ cells from a participant at baseline and at PSD. Numbers indicate
percentage of the fraction of CD14+ cells that are positive for TNF alone
(upper left), TNF and IL-6 (upper right), and IL-6 alone (lower right). In the
baseline condition, 72.1% of the CD14+ cells are negative for both IL-6
and TNF, whereas only 34.5% of the CD14+ cells are negative for both
IL-6 and TNF in the PSD condition.

throughout the day following sleep loss. Furthermore,
induction of an inflammatory response appears to vary
across the life span. Carroll et al (2015) found that age
modulated the effects of partial sleep deprivation, such that
younger adults had an increase in inflammatory cytokine
production that was not present in older adults (Carroll et al,
2015). Such age-related differential effects suggest that sleep
loss might contribute to risk of inflammatory disorders in
younger adults by increasing cellular inflammation, whereas
in older adults, sleep loss might increase the risk of infectious
disease due to blunted TLR activation.
The resting or constitutive expression of proinflammatory
cytokines by monocytes is also increased in response to sleep
loss. Indeed, even in the absence of exogenous activation of
innate immunity, such as LPS, and baseline production of
IL-6, and TNF by monocytes is increased by sleep restriction,
which suggests that sleep loss serves to prime monocyte
populations leading to greater increase in the production of
inflammatory cytokines in response to challenge (Irwin et al,
2015). Given that monocytes are a primary source for
inflammatory cytokines in the peripheral blood, spontaneous
production of proinflammatory cytokines may in turn
induce increase in circulating inflammatory markers with
consequent systemic inflammation and metabolic changes.
Small elevations in circulating inflammatory mediators, eg,
have been associated with type II diabetes mellitus,
independent of adiposity (Festa et al, 2000) as well with
cardiovascular disease (Ridker et al, 2003; Ridker and Cook,
2004).
Transcriptional pathways are also activated following a
night of restricted sleep, with evidence of increaes in
transcription of IL-6 and TNF (Irwin and Wang et al,
2006). Such increases in transcription appear to be due to an
activation of nuclear factor (NF)-κB, the key transcription
control pathway in the inflammatory signaling cascade
(Irwin et al, 2008). Again, these responses were more
marked in females as compared with males, which raises the
possibility that targeting sleep disturbance in women may
have the benefit of differentially reducing the risk of
...................................................................................................................................................
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inflammation and possibly inflammatory disease including
subtypes of depressive disorders.
To provide an understanding about the broader role of sleep
in the regulation of inflammatory mechanisms, recent
research has examined the impact of sleep loss on the signal
transducer and activator of transcription (STAT) protein
family (Irwin et al, 2015). STAT proteins act as a key signaling
cascade mediating cytokine receptor-derived signals, and
activation of STAT members serves to transduce signals
through the cytoplasm and to function as transcription factors
in the nucleus (Miklossy et al, 2013). Among the six distinct
STAT members (ie, STAT1, STAT2, STAT3, STAT4, STAT5,
and STAT6) (Yu et al, 2009), STAT3 is thought to be a
mediator of inflammation (Levy and Lee, 2002), as both IL-6
and TNF have been shown to activate STAT3; IL-6 mediates
its effects through the STAT3 pathway; and STAT3 competes
with the transcription factor NF-κB (Gao et al, 2012). STAT1
is linked to interferon (IFN) signaling, and STAT5 is linked to
IL-2 (Shuai and Liu, 2003). Moreover, there is cross-regulation
between STAT family members; STAT1 and STAT3 are both
activated by IL-6 (Shuai and Liu, 2003). In addition, the
specificity of IL-6 signaling is modulated by activation of
STAT3 because removal of STAT3 results in prolonged
STAT1 activation by IL-6. Finally, there is cross-talk between
the two main cytokine signaling pathways, STATs and NF-κB
(Shuai and Liu, 2003), in which activation of STAT3, eg,
promotes NF-κB and IL-6 pathways, but opposes STAT1 and
NF-κB-mediated T-helper (Th)1 immune response (Yu et al,
2009). Similar to the activation of other inflammatory
mechanisms, partial night sleep deprivation was found to
increase baseline, spontaneous monocytic expression of
activated STAT1 and STAT5; this increase was delayed and
found in the second morning after sleep loss indicating a
sustained effect of sleep deprivation on STAT activation. The
implications of increase in STAT5 are not fully understood,
although constitutively active STAT5, as well as STAT3, is
detected in numerous malignancies (Miklossy et al, 2013). In
contrast, STAT1 contributes to antiviral immunity.

To further map the dynamics of sleep loss on the
molecular signaling pathways that regulate inflammatory
and other immune responses, the effects of sleep loss on
transcriptome dynamics have been explored, with evidence
that a single night of partial sleep loss induces an
upregulation of a gene ensemble that includes the master
circadian regulator, several immediate early genes marking
cellular signal transduction, and multiple inflammatory
response genes (Irwin et al, 2006). Among the transcription
factor-binding motifs that were overrepresented in the sleep
deprivation condition were promoters of genes involved in
regulation by cyclic adenosine monophosphate/protein
kinase A (cAMP/PKA)-induced transcription factors of the
cAMP response element-binding protein/activating transcription factor (CREB/ATF) family, the protein kinase
C-induced AP-1 family, the proinflammatory NF-κB/Rel
family, and the mitogen-activated protein kinase-inducible
E26 transformation-specific (ETS) transcription factor family
typified by ELK1. Together, these experimental findings
reveal that sleep regulates multiple signal transduction
pathways including the NF-κB inflammatory signaling
system.

.....................................................................................................................................................................
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Short sleep
duration

Naturalistic Sleep Disturbance and Systemic
Markers of Inflammation
(Figure 4) A variety of studies using epidemiological
and naturalistic cross-sectional designs have evaluated
the associations between sleep disturbance (insomnia
complaints, poor sleep quality, and/or insufficient sleep)
and inflammation in community- and clinical populations,
with varying findings (Irwin, 2015, 2016). Yet, differences
in the characterization of sleep disturbance, varying assessment methods used to evaluate sleep disturbance (ie,
sleep quality and sleep complaints) and sleep duration, and
various markers of inflammation, have made it difficult
to establish confident conclusions about the association
between sleep disturbances and inflammation. Hence, we

Sleep disturbance

Long sleep
duration

Proinflammatory
cytokines
NFkB

Proinflammatory
gene expression

C reactive
protein

Inflammation

Figure 4. Effects of sleep disturbance and extremes of sleep duration on cellular and molecular processes of inflammation including activation of NF-κB,
inflammatory gene expression, production of proinflammatory cytokines, and increase in systemic inflammation as indexed by C-reactive protein (CRP).
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recently undertook a systematic evaluation of the associations between sleep disturbance and sleep duration on
inflammatory outcomes, and related effect size (ES), to
understand the magnitude and specificity of different aspects
of sleep (ie, sleep disturbance and sleep duration) on
inflammation. (Irwin et al, 2016) A total of 72 studies
(n450 000) were analyzed with assessment of CRP, IL-6,
and TNF. Studies evaluating sleep disturbance were categorized into three groups as determined by the assessment
method: insomnia symptom reporting (single or multiple
items); questionnaire; or diagnosis. Studies evaluating sleep
duration were grouped into those that treated sleep duration
as a continuous measure subjectively or objectively versus
those that categorized sleep duration as short or long sleep,
with the reference category for sleep duration set at 7–8 h per
night. Finally, for sleep duration, the assessment method was
considered, ie, self-report or objective.
This meta-analysis provided the first global evidence
linking sleep disturbance, sleep duration, and inflammation
in adult humans and found the following results with a high
statistical power conferred by nearly 34 000 participants for
CRP and over 3000 participants for IL-6. Sleep disturbance
was associated with higher levels of CRP (ES.12; 95%
CI = 0.05-0.19) (Figure 5) and IL-6 (ES.20; 95% CI = 0.08–
0.31) (Irwin et al, 2016). Shorter sleep duration, but not the
extreme category of short sleep, was associated with higher
levels of CRP (ES.09; 95% CI = 0.01–0.17) but not IL-6
(ES.03; 95% CI: − 0.09 to 0.14). The extreme category of long
sleep duration was associated with higher levels of CRP
(ES.17; 95% CI = 0.01–0.34) and IL-6 (ES.11; 95% CI = 0.02–
20). Neither sleep disturbances nor sleep duration was
associated with TNF, although this conclusion is tempered
by low statistical power with only 672 participants. Finally, it
is not surprising that the ES linking sleep disturbance with
IL-6 were larger than those found for CRP. It is known that
IL-6 induces CRP; hence, sleep disturbance might have
proximal effects on IL-6 and increase of CRP is found only
when sleep is more persistent or more severe.
The ES linking sleep disturbance to inflammation are
comparable, and larger in some cases, than the effects of
some demographic and other biobehavioral factors on
inflammation. For example, Liukkonen et al (2007) showed
that elevated levels of CRP found in association with sleep
disturbance (ie, self-reported problems sleeping) were greater
than elevated levels associated with sedentary physical
activity, low socioeconomic status, and tobacco smoking,
but not with elevated body mass index. Likewise, Christian
(Christian et al, 2011) found that self-reported poor sleep
quality was correlated with CRP and IL-6 at a magnitude
comparable to that between age and these markers of
inflammation, but less than that found between BMI and
CRP or IL-6; these latter findings are similar to those
reported by Friedman et al (2005) Alternatively, the absolute
change in levels of CRP or IL-6 with a healthy diet intervention (Neale et al, 2016), or aerobic exercise (Hayashino et al,
2014), is comparable to the absolute difference found in
association with sleep disturbance.

Some heterogeneity among studies was found which could
be due to differences in the assessment of sleep disturbance.
For example, when sleep disturbance was assessed using
more robust and validated measures, increase in CRP and
IL-6 was found. Yet, when assessment was by simple
symptom reporting with reliance on only a single question,
there were mixed effects, suggesting that when quality of
sleep assessment is stronger, an association with inflammation is more likely to be found.
Differences in sample characteristics might also contribute
to heterogeneity across studies. Indeed, meta-regression
results suggested that larger ES were associated with younger
age and greater proportion of female subjects within the
sample (Irwin et al, 2016). However, these sex differences
were only statistically significant for sleep disturbance
predicting IL-6 and sleep duration continuously predicting
CRP. Nevertheless, given evidence that women appear to be
especially vulnerable to the effects of sleep loss on cellular
inflammation (as noted above) (Irwin et al, 2008, 2010), it is
interesting to note that Suarez (2008) found that overall poor
sleep quality was associated with increased inflammatory
biomarkers, but only for women, similar to the findings of
Friedman et al (2005) in older adults. Moreover, sex
differences emerge in association with short sleep duration,
as women, but not men, are more likely to show elevated
levels of inflammation. For example, in the Whitehall II
epidemiological study (n = 4677) (Miller et al, 2009), women,
but not men, who slept less than 8 h tended to have higher
levels of IL-6 as well as higher levels of CRP. Moreover, in
one of the few prospective studies of sleep disturbance and
inflammation, Prather et al (2013) evaluated 980 participants
with established cardiovascular disease, and followed 626 of
these subjects for 5 years. Although subjective sleep quality
was unrelated to inflammatory markers in cross-sectional
and prospective analyses in the whole sample, poorer
subjective sleep quality was prospectively associated with 5year increase in IL-6, CRP, and fibrinogen in women but not
men (Prather et al, 2013). Together, these findings parallel
the risk profile for cardiovascular disease, in which subjective
symptoms of disturbed sleep are associated with a greater
risk in women than in men, even after control for relevant
confounders (Irwin, 2015).
Other research suggests that quality of social ties might
buffer the adverse effects of sleep disturbance on inflammation. Conversely, social isolation might exaggerate these
associations. For example, poor sleep efficiency was found to
be associated with higher levels of IL-6 (Friedman et al,
2005), especially in women with poor social relationships.
Likewise in pre-hypertensive and hypertensive individuals,
social support moderated the association between sleep
disturbance and elevated levels of IL-6 and CRP, in which
poor sleep appeared to confer a risk of increased inflammation only in those participants who also reported low social
support (Tomfohr et al, 2015). Finally, in the CARDIA study,
a population-based longitudinal study conducted in four
US cities (n = 2962 African-American and White adults),
sleep disturbance (ie, insomnia complaints and short sleep
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Sleep duration assessed categorically and inflammation: CRP
Short vs. normal
Dowd 2011 (38)
Ferrie 2013 (71)
Jackowska 2013 Females (27)
Jackowska 2013 Males (27)
Martinez-Gomez 2011 (62)
Miller 2009 Females (72)
Miller 2009 Males (72)
Patel 2009 (Obj) (73)
Patel 2009 (Subj) (73)
Stenholm 2011 (74)
Tuomilehto 2009 (75)
Short vs. normal ES=.08; I2=12.9%
Long vs. Normal
Dowd 2011 (38)
Ferrie 2013 (71)
Jackowska 2013 Females (27)
Jackowska 2013 Males (27)
Martinez-Gomez 2011 (62)
Miller 2009 Females (72)
Miller 2009 Males (72)
Patel 2009 (Obj) (73)
Patel 2009 (Subj) (73)
Stenholm 2011 (74)
Tuomilehto 2009 (75)
Long vs. normal ES=.17; I2=5.4%
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Figure 5. Forest plot of sleep disturbance associated with inflammation as indexed by C-reactive protein. Sleep disturbance is assessed by self-reported
symptoms and questionnaires. Results are expressed as ES and 95% CI.
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duration) was a significant predictor of inflammation (CRP
and IL-6) 5 years later (Cho et al, 2015) (Figure 6).
Furthermore, subjective social isolation was a significant
moderator of this association between sleep disturbance and
inflammation in which this relationship was significantly
stronger in those who reported feelings of social isolation.
These findings that more precisely characterize the risk
profiles linking sleep disturbance to inflammation have
immediate implications for the development of more refined,
clinical interventions that target sleep disturbances to reduce
inflammation. Taken together, these data suggest that
females and those who feel socially isolated may be at
greatest risk and are most likely to benefit from prevention
approaches (Cho et al, 2015).
Multiple aspects of sleep behaviors are characterized when
sleep disturbance is evaluated by questionnaire and
diagnosis, and it is not known what aspect of sleep
contributes to increase in inflammation. However, insomnia
complaints when combined with short sleep duration are
thought to be particularly caustic for health outcomes
(Vgontzas et al, 2009, 2013; Irwin, 2015). In regards to
inflammation, most studies have predominantly examined
sleep disturbance and sleep duration in separate models.
Sleep fragmentation is one insomnia complaint most
associated with daytime dysfunction and report of poor
sleep quality (Ohayon, 2005), yet systematic evaluation of
sleep fragmentation has not been performed despite evidence
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Figure 6. Mean CRP level at follow-up according to baseline sleep
disturbance score in socially integrated (n = 1502) and socially isolated
(n = 1460) subgroups. Error bars represent SEM.

that disruption of sleep continuity is uniquely associated with
increased rates of mortality (Dew et al, 2003). Reports of
sleep disturbance, as opposed to sleep duration, appear to
carry unique risks, as Carroll et al (2015) found in a
population-based sample from the Midlife Development in
the United States survey (n = 1023) in which self-reported
poor sleep quality with either short or long sleep duration
was associated with dysregulation in physiological set points
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Figure 7. Estimated mean and standard error of multisystem biological
risk by sleep duration and PSQI global sleep score. Mean and standard
error estimates derived from model after adjustments by age, gender,
race, BMI, education, income poverty ratio, chronic conditions, and selfevaluated physical health. Multisystem Biological Risk score ranged from
0 to 7.

across regulatory systems, as reflected in 22 biomarkers
capturing cardiovascular, immune, lipid-metabolic, glucosemetabolic, sympathetic, parasympathetic, and hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal systems (Figure 7).
Meta-analytic findings have also examined extremes of
sleep duration, and found that long sleep duration, but not
short sleep duration, were associated with increase in CRP
and with increase in IL-6 (Irwin et al, 2016). The absence of
an effect of short sleep duration is surprising, although
consistent with experimental data. Several high-quality
studies have found no relationship between self-reported
and objective (ie, polysomnographic) short sleep duration
and markers of inflammation (Larkin et al, 2005; Taheri et al,
2007; Marsland et al, 2008; Lee et al, 2009; Rief et al, 2010;
Ramey et al, 2012), even when measures of sleep quality and
sleep efficiency were correlated with inflammation in the
same population (Friedman et al, 2005). Nevertheless, several
other large-scale studies have shown that short sleep
duration, as well as long sleep duration, impact inflammation. In the population-based InCHIANTI study (n = 751),
levels of TNF, but not IL-6 or CRP, were increased at
extremes of both short and long sleep as compared with
those who slept 7–8 h (Stenholm et al, 2011), and Grandner
et al (2013) found that elevated levels of CRP were found at
extremes of sleep duration, but different patterns were
observed for various ethnic groups, ie, non-Hispanic white
(elevated CRP foro5 h and49 h), black/African-American
(elevated CRP foro5 h and 8 h), Hispanic/Latino (elevated
CRP for49 h), and Asian/ Other (higher in 9 and49 h and
lower in 5 and 6 h). Moreover, ethnoracial groups also
demonstrated patterning by sex. To further complicate these
observations, the effects of sleep duration might depend on
the proinflammatory cytokine; Patel et al (2009) found that
each additional hour of sleep duration resulted in an increase
in CRP and an increase in IL-6, whereas a shorter sleep

duration was associated with an increase in TNF. Given these
heterogeneous findings, further examination of sleep duration, co-morbid insomnia complaints, and inflammation in
relation to morbidity outcomes is needed to mechanistically
extend epidemiological observations of an U-shaped association between sleep duration and mortality risk, in which long
sleepers (48 h per night) have a 30% greater risk, whereas
short sleepers (o7 h per night) have a 12% greater risk of
dying than those who sleep 7–8 h per night (Youngstedt and
Kripke, 2004). To this end, (Smagula et al, 2016) objectively
measured sleep characteristics using in home polysomnography and wrist actigraphy, along with assessment of CRP,
IL-6, TNF, TNFrII, and IFN, in community-dwelling older
men (n = 2531) with follow-up on average for 7.4 years.
Short sleep duration (o5 h) and sleep fragmentation (awake
for ⩾ 90 min during the night) was prospectively associated
with increase in inflammatory burden, as defined by the
number of inflammatory markers in the top quartile. The
association between short (o5 h) sleep duration and
mortality risk was attenuated to non-significance after
adjusting for inflammatory burden or medical burden/
lifestyle factors. In a separate sample of communitydwelling older adults, mortality risk was increased for those
with short sleep duration (o6 h) and for those with long
sleep duration (48 h). Adjustment for levels of inflammation (CRP, IL-6, TNF) attenuated the mortality risk
associated with short sleep duration, whereas the risk of
long sleep duration was mainly attenuated by lifestyle and
health factors.

SLEEP AND INFLAMMAGING:
EXPERIMENTAL AND NATURALISTIC
FINDINGS
Sleep loss activates inflammation and inflammatory signaling, and self-reported sleep disturbance (ie, insomnia
complaints) is associated with increase in inflammation.
Such elevated levels of inflammation are thought to
contribute to biological aging. Indeed, ‘usual’ aging is
associated with increased markers of inflammation or
‘inflammaging’(Franceschi and Campisi, 2014); proinflammatory secretory phenotypes and cellular senescence are
critical elements in the related pathologies of aging including
chronic diseases such as cancer, cardiovascular disease,
dementia, arthritis, osteoporosis, sarcopenia, and immune
compromise. Given that the prevalence of insomnia
increases with age (Ohayon, 2002, 2004), and that insomnia
complaints lead to inflammation (Irwin et al, 2015), there is
much interest in understanding the impact of sleep on
molecular aging.
The molecular causes of physical aging are thought to
occur through the accumulation of cellular damage to
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), telomeric ends, codingDNA, and proteins (Kennedy et al, 2014). Together, damage
to these multiple molecular components alters cellular energy
production from the mitochondria, telomere length,
...................................................................................................................................................
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inflammatory activity, and initiation of permanent cell cycle
arrest (ie, cellular senescence) (Liu et al, 2013; Franceschi
and Campisi, 2014). Cellular senescence, commonly reached
by cell replication (eg, critically short telomeres) or excess
cell stress (eg, DNA damage) (Blackburn, 2000,Campisi and
d'Adda di Fagagna, 2007) is associated with the expression of
p16(INK4a), a protein that inhibits cells from replicating (ie,
a potent biomarker of human aging) (Liu et al, 2009).
Cellular senescence is thought to further propagate nearby
tissue aging through intracellular metabolic compromise (eg,
mitochondrial dysfunction) (Sahin et al, 2011) and altered
production of secretory factors that promote aging by
increasing degradation of nearby tissue and sterile inflammation (Coppe et al, 2010a, b; Freund et al, 2010) (ie,
senescence-associated secretory phenotype, SASP). Through
modifications to these basic molecular pathways involved in
aging, mammalian aging can be delayed, raising the
possibility that sleep disturbance and the development of
interventional strategies that target sleep might mitigate agerelated inflammatory sources and their systemic effect.
Given the potential mechanistic role of sleep as a
behavioral factor that contributes to cellular aging, recent
research has begun to examine the association between sleep
disturbance (ie, insomnia complaints) and markers of
cellular aging. For example, leukocytye telomere length is a
biological marker of cellular aging, and Prather et al (2011)
were among the first to examine associations of self-reported
sleep duration, onset latency, and subjective quality with
leukocyte telomere length in a community-dwelling women
during midlife. Similar to the observations between sleep
duration and inflammation, sleep duration was unrelated to
leukocyte telomere length. However, poor sleep quality was
associated with shorter leukocyte telomere length, independent of age, BMI, race, and income. Moreover, among those
women for whom poor sleep quality was chronic, poorer

sleep quality predicted shorter leukocyte telomere length.
Additional work has extended these observations to older
adults with assessment of sleep quality using a validated
questionnaire (ie, Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index, PSQI) and
telomere length in peripheral blood mononuclear cells, and
shown that age and self-reported sleep quality interact in
predicting telomere length (Cribbet et al, 2014). Importantly,
age was related to telomere length, and this association was
more robust among poor sleepers. Moreover, among older
adults with good sleep quality, the association between age
and telomere length was attenuated (Cribbet et al, 2014).
Carroll et al (2016) further examined this question in older
adults and evaluated differences in telomere in relation to
diagnostic insomnia, and determined whether insomnia
interacts with chronological age to increase cellular aging.
The results show that age groups (ie, 60–69 years versus 70–
88 years) interact with insomnia diagnosis to predict shorter
peripheral blood mononuclear cell telomere length. In the
oldest age group (70–88 years), PBMC telomere length was
significantly shorter in those with insomnia as compared
with controls with no insomnia. However, in adults aged 60–
69 years, PBMC telomere length was not different between
insomnia cases and controls. Together these data suggest that
clinically severe sleep disturbances (ie, insomnia) may
increase cellular aging, especially in the later years of life.
To understand the causal role of sleep in inducing changes
in molecular markers of cellular aging, Carroll et al (2016)
has also examined whether partial night sleep deprivation
would increase leukocyte gene expression of markers
associated with cellular senescence, focusing on responses
in older adults given prior findings that older adults are more
likely to show telomere erosion in association with insomnia.
(Figure 8) Following a single night of partial sleep loss, gene
of the secretory-associated senescent phenotype was elevated,
and increase was also found for NFKB2 and NFKB1, in
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Figure 8. Gene expression of the SASP and DDR at baseline, PSD, and 1 day after PSD (recovery). SASP is a composite score created from a sum of
nine z-transformed genes. DDR is a composite score created from a sum of 30 z-transformed genes. Error bars represent standard error of estimated
marginal mean, adjusting for BMI and sex. *po0.05.
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which NFKB2 remained elevated even after a night of
recovery sleep. Moreover, there was evidence that the sleep
loss induced increase in genes associated with the composite
DNA damage response (DDR), and this elevated expression
remained elevated after recovery sleep. Finally, partial sleep
deprivation altered genes involved in signaling senescence
with increase in NBS1, CHK2, and ATM. Further, increase in
the senescent signal marker p16INK4a (CDKN2A) was
found to occur two nights after sleep loss. Together, sleep
deprivation increases the DDR, increases senescenceassociated secretory phenotypic expression pattern, and
promotes pathways involved in the initiation of cellular
senescence in aged adults. In sum, the DDR induced by sleep
deprivation may be sufficient to signal growth arrest and
drive senescence, especially in older adults who elevated
levels of inflammatory signaling, which can be further
increased by sleep loss. (Carroll et al, 2016).

SLEEP DISTURBANCE AND DEPRESSION:
ROLE OF INFLAMMATION
Sleep disturbance (ie, poor sleep quality) is an independent
and robust predictor of depression risk (Irwin, 2015), yet the
biological pathways that underlie this risk profile are not
known. Given that sleep disturbance drives increase in
inflammation, identification of inflammation as a pathway
linking sleep and depression would have important clinical
implications for development of strategies to prevent
depression by targeting, eg, individuals with ‘two-hits’, sleep
disturbance and inflammation (Cho et al, 2016). As
extensively reviewed elsewhere, inflammation has a prominent role in depression (Dantzer, 2012; Raison and Miller,
2013), and multiple links exist between inflammation and
depression (for a review, see (Slavich and Irwin, 2014). First,
depression comorbidity is high in patients with an inflammatory disorder. Second, compared with non-depressed
individuals, markers of inflammation are elevated in
depressed patients. Furthermore, elevated levels of CRP
and IL-6 prospectively predict the occurrence of depression
(Gimeno et al, 2009). Third, acute physiological increase of
inflammation causes increase in depressive symptoms. For
example, experimental activation of inflammation activates
brain sites that regulate positive and negative effects
(Eisenberger et al, 2009, 2010a, 2010b), and is associated
with increase in depressed mood, especially in women.
Finally, antagonism of endogenous inflammation appears to
reduce depressive symptoms, at least in those depressed
patients who evidence an inflammatory subtype of depression with high level of inflammation (Tyring et al, 2006;
Raison et al, 2013).
Symptoms of insomnia, including difficulties initiating and
maintaining sleep, often co-occur with depression. However,
when insomnia or persistent sleep disturbance occurs, it has
a role in instigating depressive symptoms, and also predicts
depression incidence (Ford and Kamerow, 1989). To date,
more than 40 studies have tested the role of insomnia in the

onset of depression (for a review, see (Riemann, 2010)) and
meta-analytic findings show that sleep disturbance independently predicts a twofold increased risk of depression
(Baglioni et al, 2011) or is one of the first clinical signs of
a depressive disorder (Dryman and Eaton, 1991). In older
adults who have had a prior history of depression but who
are not depressed, persistent insomnia is particularly potent
in increasing the risk of depression recurrence. Indeed, when
insomnia complaints persist for up to one year, there is a 14fold greater risk of depression in the year following as
compared with those without sleep disturbance (Lee et al,
2013). Although some evidence suggests that this association
appears to be specific to those with a history of depression
(Cho et al, 2008), persistent insomnia was found to predict
risk for depressive symptoms over 6 years even in those
without a depression history (Jaussent et al, 2011).
To understand whether sleep disturbance might drive
increase in inflammation that mediates the risk of depression, we have recently examined whether sleep disturbance
acts as a vulnerability factor for depressed mood induced by
an inflammatory challenge (ie, endotoxin administration) in
healthy females vs males (Cho et al, 2016). Using an
experimental model that mimics increased inflammation
found in infections (Breen et al, 1990), autoimmune diseases
(Ishihara and Hirano, 2002) and also psychological stress
(Steptoe et al, 2007), we found that the presence of preexisting sleep disturbance led to exaggerated increase in
depressed mood response to inflammatory challenge as
compared those who reported no sleep disturbance
(Figure 9). Interestingly, specific sleep abnormalities appear
to predict subsequent depression in response to inflammatory activation. Using quantitative EEG, Lotrich and
co-worker (Lotrich and Germain, 2015) found that the delta
sleep ratio (an index of early-night restorative delta power)
was inversely associated with increase in depressive symptoms, as was elevated alpha power (8–12 Hz) in patients
treated with IFN-alpha for hepatitis C. If low delta sleep ratio
and high alpha power are indicators of vulnerability to
depression, interventions to prevent depression may need to
specifically target these specific sleep parameters.
Consistent with evidence that inflammation induced
depressed mood may be more robust in women as compared
with men (Moieni et al, 2015), sleep disturbance (ie, poor
sleep quality) is associated with exaggerated increase of
depressive symptoms following inflammatory challenge
mainly in females (Cho et al, 2016). Moreover, cytokine
levels were more strongly correlated with depressed mood in
females with sleep disturbance, despite similar overall
increase in circulating proinflammatory cytokines in females
with and without sleep disturbance, which suggest that sleep
disturbance may increase the vulnerability to depression by
augmenting affective sensitivity to cytokines and possibly by
altering neural sensitivity to inflammation. The highly
controlled experimental design of this study extends prior
findings that have examined the complex inter-relationships
between sleep disturbance, inflammation, and depression,
which found that self-reported sleep disturbance predicted
...................................................................................................................................................
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Figure 9. Effect of endotoxin on depressed mood over time in females according to sleep disturbance. Depressed mood was assessed at baseline (T0)
and then approximately every hour after injection for the next 6 h (T1–T6). T2 was assessed at 1 h and 40 min after injection; T3 was assessed at 3 h and
30 min after injection; and T4–T6 were assessed hourly after T3. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. *Marginal means adjusted for age, race,
BMI, and baseline depressive symptoms.

the onset of depression during interferon-α treatment
(Franzen et al, 2010).
These clinical and experimental observations support a
‘two-hit’ model of depression, one that posits that sleep
disturbance serves as a vulnerability factor and that
subsequent exposure to heightened inflammatory states such
as an infectious challenge or psychological stress triggers
increase in depressive symptoms. Alternatively, we have
found that experimental sleep disturbance induces greater
increase in depressive symptoms in persons with an
inflammatory disorder (Irwin et al, 2012), which suggests
that inflammation might also serve as a vulnerability factor,
in which subsequent exposure to sleep disturbance triggers
increase in depressive symptoms (Cho et al, 2016).

MECHANISMS LINKING SLEEP AND IMMUNE
SYSTEM DYNAMICS
Overview
As depicted in Figure 1, and described more fully by Slavich
and Irwin, Slavich and Cole (Slavich and Cole, 2013; Slavich
and Irwin, 2014) and Irwin and Cole (2011), the host defense
program is activated by non-physical social, symbolic,
anticipated, or imagined threats, with evidence that sleep
disturbance leads to a similar response. The basal transcriptome profile associated with this response to adversity,
including sleep loss, has been coined as the conserved
transcriptional response to adversity (CTRA), and is
characterized by increased proinflammatory and reduced
antiviral skewing of the basal gene expression profile, which
increases an individual’s risk for both viral infection and
inflammation-related disease. (see also Irwin and Cole
(2011); Antoni et al (2012); Fredrickson et al (2013)). For
...................................................................................................................................................
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discussion about the effects of sleep on antiviral gene
expression, adaptive immune responses, and infectious
disease risk, see Irwin (2015).
Sleep influences two primary effector systems, the
sympathetic nervous system (SNS) and hypothalamus–
pituitary–adrenal axis, which together shift the basal gene
expression profile toward an increased proinflammatory
state. In relation to inflammation, the parasympathetic
nervous system is also involved, with evidence that vagal
activity can modulate immune responses at a regional level
through both the efferent and afferent fibers of the vagus
nerve, to prevent excessive inflammation (Sternberg, 2006;
Tracey, 2009). The mechanisms underlying these pathways
are described in detail elsewhere (Sternberg, 2006; Dantzer
et al, 2008; Irwin and Cole, 2011). We only briefly summarize
the pathways here, with an emphasis on how effector
mechanisms in the SNS and HPA axis regulate inflammation. Further, we emphasize that the mechanisms that might
explain the associations between sleep disturbance and
inflammation are relatively unexplored.

Sympathetic Nervous System
Sleep disturbance can lead to activation of β-adrenergic
signaling, which in turn induces increase in NF-κB,
inflammatory gene expression, production of proinflammatory cytokines, and markers of systemic inflammation.
(Figure 1) As described previously, the SNS allows the CNS
to ‘steer’ innate immune responses between proinflammatory and antiviral phenotypes (Collado-Hidalgo et al, 2006;
Cole, 2010; Irwin and Cole, 2011). By releasing the
neurotransmitter norepinephrine into peripheral tissues,
primary and secondary lymphoid organs, and all other
major organ systems (including the vasculature and
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perivascular tissues), norepinephrine regulates immune
response gene transcription and proinflammatory cytokine
production via stimulation of β-adrenergic receptors (Nance
and Sanders, 2007; Irwin and Cole, 2011), with some
evidence suggesting that α-adrenergic signaling is also
involved. Such adrenergic signaling suppresses transcription
of antiviral type I interferon genes, as previously discussed
elsewhere (Cole et al, 1998), and also upregulates transcription of the proinflammatory immune response genes IL1B,
TNF, and IL6, leading to increase in systemic inflammatory
activity (Cole, 2010).
The relevance of the SNS pathway to regulation of
inflammation associated with sleep disturbance is several
fold. Normal nocturnal sleep is associated with a drop in
sympathetic outflow (Irwin et al, 1999). In the transition
from wakefulness to sleep, a shift from sympathetic to
parasympathetic outflow occurs, which is determined in part
by the stage of sleep as well as sleep depth (Boudreau et al,
2013). For example, during NREM or SWS, there is a marked
decrease in sympathetic activity, whereas REM sleep is
associated with SNS outflow that is higher and similar to
daytime levels (Somers et al, 1993). When sympathetic
activity is characterized by plasma levels of the sympathetic
neurotransmitter, a similar pattern is found (Irwin et al,
1999). Among patients with insomnia, increase in norepinephrine, epinephrine, and other markers of sympathetic
outflow (as measured by blood pressure, heart rate
variability, and impedance cardiography) occurs (Bonnet
and Arand, 1997; Lanfranchi et al, 2009; Riemann, 2010; De
Zambotti et al, 2011; Vgontzas and Fernandez-Mendoza
et al, 2013). Further, it appears that sleep disturbance causes
such sympathetic activation, as experimental sleep deprivation induces a similar increase in markers of sympathetic
activity (Irwin and Thompson et al, 1999; Irwin and Ziegler,
2005). Interestingly, increase in urinary catecholamine and
levels of their metabolites are more likely to occur in those
insomnia patients who also report short sleep duration, a
pattern similar to the greater activation of inflammatory
biomarkers in this more severe phenotype (Vgontzas et al,
2013). However, to date, no research has simultaneously
characterized whether insomnia-related increase in sympathetic outflow correlate, or potentially mediate, increase in
inflammation, although experimental findings that manipulate perceived stress demonstrate that activation of
sympathetic outflow mediates increase in inflammatory
signaling.

Hypothalamic–Pituitary–Adrenal Axis
Activation of the HPA axis, the second effector pathway,
leads to the release of one of the body’s most potent antiinflammatory substances, the glucocorticoid cortisol, from
the adrenal cortex. Under normal conditions, cortisol acts to
suppress (rather than promote) transcription of proinflammatory immune response genes (Berkenbosch et al, 1989).
The inhibitory effects of glucocorticoid activation on
immune response gene transcription is mediated by at least

three mechanisms. First, glucocorticoids can bind to
receptors on gene promoter sequences, which interrupts
proinflammatory gene expression. Second, certain antiinflammatory genes are transcriptionally induced by glucocorticoid receptor (GR) activation, which in turn leads to
inhibition of activation of the proinflammatory transcription
factor NF-κB, thereby blocking the inflammatory cascade.
Finally, proinflammatory transcription factors such as NF-κB
and AP-1 can antagonize gene transcription via protein–
protein interactions (Irwin and Cole, 2011). Together, these
fundamental physiological mechanisms, a prototype for
some of the most effective anti-inflammatory drugs, ensure
that levels of inflammatory activity are regulated and that
such glucocorticoid feedback inhibition of immune response
gene transcription protects against diseases that involve
excessive inflammation.
Although these dynamics characterize HPA axis functioning under normal conditions of typical, intermittent engagement, a different pattern can emerge that leads to HPA axisrelated increase (as opposed to decreases) in inflammation
(Stark et al, 2001, 2002; Miller et al, 2002; Avitsur et al, 2003).
This process, referred to as ‘glucocorticoid resistance’, or
‘glucocorticoid insensitivity’, occurs when immune cells
become less sensitive to the anti-inflammatory effects of
glucocorticoids as a consequence of persistent or repeated
activation of the HPA axis. Such glucocorticoid resistance
may have adaptive significance, as cortisol provides the
organism with the metabolic energy it needs to respond to
threatening conspecifics; on the other hand, closely timed
elevations in proinflammatory cytokines accelerate wound
healing and limit infection if an injury occurs. It is not
known whether persistent sleep disturbance can lead to
glucocorticoid resistance, although these mechanisms have
implications for depression. For example, individuals with
major depressive disorder show flatter diurnal cortisol slopes
(ie, higher overall cortisol concentrations) than in persons
without depression, which is explained in part by varying
levels of levels of glucocorticoid sensitivity or insensitivity
(Pace et al, 2007; Jarcho et al, 2013). Given the role of sleep
disturbance as a predictor of depression risk (Cho et al, 2008,
2016; Lee et al, 2013), possibly due to related increase in
inflammation, research is needed to determine whether
aberrant glucocorticoid signaling is a mechanism that can
influence the risk of depression following persistent sleep
disturbance.
In contrast to SNS, activity of the HPA system shows a
reversed temporal pattern, with increase during the nocturnal period. During the early SWS-rich part of nocturnal
sleep, release of hypothalamic corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH), of pituitary corticotropin (ACTH) and of
adrenal corticosteroids, reaches an absolute minimum; later
during the night REM sleep-rich part of sleep, HPA secretory
reaches a maximum at about the time of morning
awakening. Both circadian and sleep-dependent mechanisms
contribute to the regulation of HPA activity. For example,
experimental stimulation of the HPA axis is blunted during
times of SWS (Spath-Schwalbe et al, 1993; Bierwolf et al,
...................................................................................................................................................
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1997). Yet, circadian oscillators are robust, with evidence that
sleep deprivation during a single night does not induce a
substantial increase in cortisol release (Redwine et al, 2000).
The function of cortisol on the immune system in relation
to sleep suggests that actions of this hormone are mediated
not only via GR but also via mineralocorticoid receptors
(MR). Binding affinity of cortisol in humans is about tenfold
higher for MR than GR (de Kloet et al, 1994); hence, about
70–80% of MR are continuously occupied throughout the 24hour cycle. In contrast, GR become predominantly occupied
during periods of distinctly increased corticosteroid concentrations. During times of stress and around the maximum of
the circadian oscillation, blockade of MR in blood from
awake subjects (characterized by high cortisol concentrations) markedly enhances CD4+ and CD8+ T cells producing IL-2, IFN-γ, and TNFα, which are stronger than those of
the selective GR blockade (with RU-486). Together, these
data suggest that the suppressing effects of cortisol on T-cellderived cytokines are to a substantial extent mediated via MR
activation. When cortisol is added to blood sampled during
SWS (characterized by minimum cortisol concentrations) a
decrease in the percentage of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells
producing IFN-γ, IL-2, and TNF is found. Suppression of
endogenous cortisol release during the early night appears to
drive facilitated production of type 1 cytokines, and possibly
inflammatory cytokines. Prolactin and GH secreted during
sleep also have a role in the regulation of the immune system,
although their effects have predominantly been studied in
relation to the production of type 1 cytokines and the
adaptive immune responses as reviewed elsewhere
(Besedovsky et al, 2012).

facilitates the production of fever (Imeri and Opp, 2009)
(Opp and Imeri, 1999). As such, data on sleep–immune
interactions now demonstrate that these interactions are
bidirectional: immune activation alters sleep, and disrupted
sleep impacts immune function. A comprehensive review of
mechanisms by which the CNS and peripheral immune
system communicate is beyond the scope of this chapter. The
interested reader is referred to some of the classic literature
on this topic by Dantzer (eg, (Dantzer et al, 2008)).
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IMMUNE REGULATION OF SLEEP
Pathways of Communication Linking the Immune
System and the Central Nervous System
Although once thought to be an immune-privileged site, it is
now well-accepted that there is an innate immune system
within the CNS. Communication from the peripheral
immune system to the CNS occurs by several mechanisms,
including direct neural innervation, actions of humoral
mediators, and by active transport systems that move
substances across the blood–brain barrier (BBB) (reviewed
by Dantzer et al (2008)). Furthermore, the CNS is not a
‘passive recipient’ of information, but actively modulates
aspects of peripheral immunity (reviewed by Olofsson et al
(2012)). Thus, bidirectional communication exists between
the CNS and the peripheral immune system that is actively
driven in response to a variety of insults.
Similar to evolving concepts of CNS–immune interactions,
changes in sleep were once thought to be merely a
consequence or byproduct of the febrile response that
accompanies many infections. We now know that sleep
and fever may be experimentally dissociated during immune
activation (eg, (Walter et al, 1989) and that changes in sleep
during immune challenge is an actively driven process that
...................................................................................................................................................
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Neural Mechanisms
Direct neural communication from the peripheral immune
system to the CNS occurs by actions of cytokines and
pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPS) on the
vagus nerve (reviewed by Dantzer et al (2008)). The vagus
nerve diffusely innervates peripheral organs, and vagal
afferents project to brainstem nuclei, including the nucleus
of the solitary tract (NTS), the ventrolateral medulla (VLM),
the paraventricular and supraoptic nuclei of the hypothalamus, and the amygdala. Each of these brain regions is
implicated in the regulation and/or modulation of sleep.
Furthermore, there are projections from the NTS to the
parabrachial nucleus, and from the amygdala to the
periaqueductal gray (PAG). The PAG and the VLM also
project to the superficial dorsal horn of the spinal cord. As
such, there are multiple afferent and efferent projection
pathways that comprise circuits by which rapid CNS–
peripheral immune system communication occurs.
Preclinical studies of neural communication between the
CNS and the peripheral immune system have targeted the
vagus nerve, and demonstrate that vagotomy (sub-diaphragmatic transection of the vagus nerve) blocks or alters the
dynamics of peripheral immune system communication to
the CNS (Bluthe et al, 1994; Laye et al, 1995; Bluthe et al,
1996). Depending on factors such as dose and/or timing, IL1or LPS-induced alterations in sleep are blocked or attenuated
in animals subjected to vagotomy (Hansen and Krueger,
1997; Opp and Toth, 1998; Zielinski et al, 2013). Neural
communication from the peripheral immune system to the
CNS is a critical component of responses to systemic
infection because it is much quicker than the other forms
of CNS–immune communication pathways and comprises
the brain’s early warning system for immune activation.

Humoral Mechanisms
Effects of circulating immunomodulators on CNS processes
have been extensively studied. TLRs are present on
macrophage-like cells that are found in the circumventricular
organs and the choroid plexus. When PAMPS activate TLRs
in the circumventricular organs or the choroid plexus, these
macrophage-like cells produce proinflammatory cytokines,
which can enter the brain by volume diffusion (Vitkovic
et al, 2000). In addition to actions of PAMPS on TLRs, IL1
receptors are present on endothelial cells, which when
activated by circulating IL1 induce local prostaglandin E2
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production (Quan et al, 1998), an inflammatory signal that
triggers additional brain responses to immune activation.

Blood to Brain Transport Mechanisms
Active transporters on the BBB move an array of immunomodulatory molecules into and out of the CNS (reviewed by
Banks (2015)). Active transport of substances across the BBB
is controlled by the CNS, and differs in consequences from
passive diffusion or unregulated leakage that is associated
with BBB dysfunction. BBB active transport mechanisms are
influenced by sleep and circadian processes (Pan and Kastin,
2016) and by sleep disruption (He et al, 2014). Within the
context of sleep and CNS–immune interactions, the active
transport of cytokines (Banks et al, 1991; Gutierrez et al,
1993; Plotkin et al, 1996), notably IL1, IL6, and TNF, is likely
an important contributor to changes in sleep that occur
during prolonged disease or infection. In addition to sleep
disruption, BBB function also is altered in aging, which may
explain, in part, why morbidity and mortality in oldest old
individuals is higher than in young adults for chronic
inflammatory diseases. For example, sleep disruption increases BBB transport of TNF in aged mice, but not in young
mice (Opp and Krueger, 2015).

Animal Models
Early research effort focused on the impact of infection on
sleep, which has been determined for many different
microorganisms, including viral, bacterial, and fungal pathogens. Changes in sleep have also been determined for prionrelated diseases and for protozoan parasites, but most studies
to date have used virus and bacteria as the infectious agent.
CNS viral diseases, such as rabies (Gourmelon et al, 1991)
or viral encephalitis in rodents after vesicular stomatitis
virus infection (Machida et al, 2014), are associated with
altered sleep. In these CNS infections, it is difficult to know
whether altered sleep is due to direct actions on regulatory
mechanisms, or whether it results from virus-induced brain
lesions. One model that has been frequently used to
determine effects of viral infections on sleep is influenza.
Influenza virus localizes to the respiratory tract during the
early stage of disease, and does not cause brain lesions. In
addition, influenza infections pose tremendous public health
burdens due to the millions of lives lost each year and the
threat of pandemics. Smith and colleagues (Smith, 1992)
report that low doses of influenza in humans increase sleep,
and Drake et al (2000) demonstrated in healthy human
volunteers that infection with rhinovirus 23 (HRV-23)
increases total sleep time. (Rhinoviruses are the predominant
cause of the ‘common cold’.) In rabbits, intravenous
injections of influenza virus are also associated with large
increase in NREM sleep and suppressed REM sleep, even
though the virus does not replicate in this species (Toth,
1995).
Studies in mice infected with influenza virus demonstrate
profound changes in sleep through the course of disease

progression (Toth et al, 1994; Fang et al, 1995). As a
preclinical model, influenza infection of mice is clinically
relevant because mouse-adapted strains of this virus can be
introduced into the respiratory tract and can fully replicate in
the lungs, causing a severe acute phase response. Mice
infected with influenza virus display profound increase in
NREM sleep and inhibition of REM sleep, which last 3 or
more days (Krueger et al, 1994). Macrophages appear to be
the critical immune cell type driving increased NREM sleep,
whereas NK cells, neutrophils, and T lymphocytes do not
play a significant role (Toth and Hughes, 2004). There are
strain differences in responses of mice to this challenge (Toth
and Verhulst, 2003), indicating a genetic component
affecting the sleep response to influenza virus (Trammell
and Toth, 2008).
One generic viral component that increases NREM sleep is
virus-associated double-stranded (ds) RNA. Virus-associated
dsRNA induces numerous cytokines, including IL-1, IL-6,
TNF, and IFN. Interferons have a major role in viral
symptoms because influenza-infected IFN-receptor KO mice
are less ill later in the infection and recover sooner (Traynor
et al, 2007). Sleep modulatory cytokines, in addition to IFNs,
likely mediate the sleep responses to influenza virus. For
example, although the duration of altered NREM and REM
sleep is the same in both strains after viral challenge, mice
deficient in the 55 and 75 kD TNF receptors manifest
reduced EEG delta power, whereas in wild-type control mice,
delta power increases (Kapas et al, 2008). IL1 signaling in
brain requires a brain-specific receptor accessory protein
(Dinarello, 2009); mice lacking this accessory protein have
higher morbidity and mortality, and they sleep less during
the infection, than do wild-type mice.
Bacterial infections also modulate sleep. Studies of rabbits
inoculated with the gram-positive bacteria Staphylococcus
aureus were among the first to quantify changes in sleep
through the course of an infectious process (Toth and
Krueger, 1988). Within a few hours of S. aureus administration, NREM sleep is twice the amount as during
comparable periods after control inoculation. This initial
phase of increased duration and intensity of NREM sleep is
followed by a more prolonged phase of decreased NREM
sleep (Toth and Krueger, 1988). During both phases of the
NREM sleep changes, REM sleep was inhibited and animals
were febrile. Gram-negative bacteria, such as Escherichia coli
or Pasteurella multocida, also induce biphasic NREM sleep
responses and REM sleep inhibition, although the timing and
magnitude of these effects depend on route of administration
(Opp and Toth, 2003).
The first bacterial component demonstrated to alter
sleep was a specific muramyl peptide derived from bacterial
cell wall peptidoglycans (Krueger et al, 1984). Another
bacterial product that is involved in sleep responses to
gram-negative bacteria is the LPS component of cell wall
endotoxin. LPS and has been intensively studied in animal
models and humans volunteers with respect to effects on
sleep (Mullington et al, 2000; Krueger, 2008). Healthy human
volunteers injected with LPS manifest sleep changes, fever,
...................................................................................................................................................
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cytokine expression, and hormonal changes (Mullington and
Korth et al, 2000) somewhat similar to those seen in animals.
However, the impact of LPS on the human EEG differs from
those observed in rabbits or rats, and in humans it requires a
higher LPS dose to increase NREM sleep than it does to
suppress REM sleep.
Most experimental studies of bacterial infections and sleep
have used inoculation of a single pathogenic species as the
infectious challenge. The gut microbiome, however, is
polymicrobial and many infections result from invasion by
multiple pathogen species. Such is the case in sepsis, during
which polymicrobial infections are routinely the case. The
preclinical sepsis model considered to be the gold standard is
cecal ligation and puncture (CLP; (Nemzek et al, 2008)). CLP
produces a polymicrobial infection that is considered
clinically relevant because of its time course, the dynamic
changes in cardiac function, and because there is a
progressive release of inflammatory mediators. Sleep is
altered during the acute phase of CLP sepsis, which occurs
from 1 to 4 days after sepsis induction (Baracchi et al, 2011).
During this period, NREM and REM sleep of rats increases
during the dark period, whereas these sleep phases are
reduced during the light period. Analyses of EEG power
spectrums for delta and theta-beta power ratios during wake
vs sleep cycles further show that LPS-exposed mice evidence
alterations in theta-beta power ratios that are circadian cycle
and activity state dependent (Adler et al, 2014).
These changes in sleep coincide with increased cytokine
mRNA and protein in brain (Granger et al, 2013). Of
interest, effects of sepsis on body temperature and activity
rhythms persist long after the animal has recovered and is no
longer at risk of dying (Granger et al, 2013). These
observations suggest that sepsis alters brain function, and
are in agreement with observations that patients surviving
sepsis often suffer severe and debilitating cognitive impairment. Aging and sleep status also impact BBB transport of
TNF. BBB transport of TNF increases during sepsis in young
mice, but not in aged (Opp and Krueger, 2015). Interactions
among age, sleep status, and BBB function have received
little attention, but are likely to be important determinants of
outcomes in old and oldest old persons in response to
inflammatory insult.
Cytokines have an independent role in the regulation of
sleep, and substantial evidence demonstrates that IL-1 and
TNF are involved in physiological sleep regulation and in the
changes in sleep that occur during inflammatory diseases
and pathologies (Obal and Krueger, 2003; Krueger, 2008).
The IL1-receptor antagonist and TNF soluble receptor are
normal gene products found in blood and brain, and their
concentrations are altered by sleep (Krueger, 2008). IL-1 and
TNF mRNA have diurnal rhythms in brain with the highest
values being associated with periods of maximum sleep. TNF
protein also has a sleep-associated diurnal rhythm in several
brain areas and IL-1in cerebrospinal fluid varies with the
sleep–wake cycle (Lue et al, 1988).
Administration of either IL-1 or TNF promotes NREM
sleep (Obal and Krueger, 2003; Opp, 2005; Krueger, 2008).

The increase in NREM sleep after either IL-1or TNF
administration is physiological in that sleep remains episodic
and is readily reversible. The effects of IL-1 on sleep depend
upon dose and the time of day it is given (Opp et al, 1991),
and knockout strains of mice that lack either the type I IL-1
receptor (Fang et al, 1998), the 55 kD TNF receptor (Fang
et al, 1997), or both of these receptors (Baracchi and Opp,
2008) sleep less than control strains.
NREM sleep increases after sleep deprivation, excessive food
intake or acute mild increases in ambient temperature. The
somnogenic actions of each of these manipulations are associated
with enhanced production of either IL-1 or TNF. After sleep
deprivation, circulating IL-1 increases, brain levels of IL-1 mRNA
increase, and the NREM sleep rebound that would normally
occur after sleep deprivation is greatly attenuated if either IL-1 or
TNF is blocked using antibodies or soluble receptors.
IL-1 and TNF act within a complex biochemical network
(reviewed by Krueger (2008)). For example, IL-1 and TNF
stimulate NF-κB, a DNA-binding protein involved in transcription of hundreds of gene products. Other sleep-altering
cytokines, such as acidic fibroblast growth factor, epidermal
growth factor, and nerve growth factor also stimulate NF-κB
production. NF-κB promotes IL-1 and TNF production and
thus forms a positive feedback loop. Sleep deprivation is
associated with the activation of NF-κB in the cerebral cortex,
basal forebrain cholinergic neurons, and the lateral hypothalamus. Activation of NF-κB also promotes IL-2, IL-6, IL-8, IL-15,
and IL-18 production, each of which promotes sleep in rats
(Obal and Krueger, 2003; Krueger, 2008) (Figure 10).
There is a growing literature demonstrating direct effects
of IL-1 and TNF on neural substrates implicated in the
regulation of sleep (reviewed by Imeri and Opp (2009)).
Some of these mechanisms include interactions with classical
neurotransmitters such as glutamate, serotonin, acetylcholine, γ-amino butyric acid, histamine, and dopamine (Imeri
and Opp, 2009). For example, IL-1 increases serotonergic
activity in brain regions implicated in sleep regulation
(Gemma et al, 1997), and an intact serotonergic system is
required for the full effects of IL-1 on sleep to manifest
(Imeri et al, 1997, 1999). IL-1 inhibits discharge rates of
serotonergic (Manfridi et al, 2003; Brambilla et al, 2007) and
cholinergic (Brambilla et al, 2010) neurons in brainstem.
Within the hypothalamus, IL-1 increases c-Fos (Baker et al,
2005) and inhibits wake-active neurons (Alam et al, 2004).
TNF promotes sleep if microinjected into the anterior
hypothalamus, whereas injection of a soluble TNF receptor
into this area reduces sleep (Kubota et al, 2002).
Intrauterine infection or inflammation in preterm neonates is a known risk for adverse neurological outcomes,
including cognitive, motor, and behavioral disabilities (Adler
et al, 2014). Our previous data suggest that there is acute fetal
brain inflammation in a mouse model of intrauterine
exposure to LPS. We hypothesized that the in utero
inflammation induced by LPS produces long-term electroencephalogram (EEG) biomarkers of neurodegeneration
in the exposed mice that could be determined by using
continuous quantitative video/EEG/EMG analyses. A single
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Figure 10. Interleukin 1 and serotonin interact at multiple sites in the brain to regulate NREM sleep. A schematic representation of interactions in the brain
among interleukin 1 (IL-1), serotonin (also known as 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT)), and γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) that are relevant for the regulation of
NREM sleep. In the dorsal raphe nuclei (DRN), where IL-1 microinjections promote NREM sleep, IL-1 reduces the firing rate of wake-active serotonergic
neurons by enhancing the inhibitory effects of GABA. In the hypothalamic preoptic area/basal forebrain region (POA/BF), IL-1 stimulates 5-HT release from
axon terminals. 5-HT, in turn, inhibits cholinergic neurons involved in cortical activation and stimulates the synthesis of IL-1, which inhibits wake-promoting
neurons and activates a subset of sleep-promoting neurons in the POA/BF. IL-1 in the POA/BF is under potent inhibitory homeostatic control by
corticosteroids released into the blood by the adrenal cortex. Corticosteroid levels depend on the activity of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis, which
is stimulated by activation of the 5-HT system. ACh, acetylcholine; ACTH, adrenocorticotropic hormone; CRH, corticotropin-releasing hormone; IPSP,
inhibitory postsynaptic potential; PVN, paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus.

LPS injection at E17 was performed in pregnant CD1 dams.
Control dams were injected with same volumes of saline
(LPS n = 10, Control n = 8). At postnatal age of P90-100, 24-h
synchronous video/EEG/EMG recordings were done using a
tethered recording system and implanted subdural electrodes. Behavioral state scoring was performed blind to
treatment group, on each 10 s EEG epoch using synchronous
video, EMG and EEG trace signatures to generate individual
hypnograms. Automated EEG power spectrums were
analyzed for delta and theta-beta power ratios during wake
vs sleep cycles. Both control and LPS hypnograms showed an
ultradian wake/sleep cycling. Since rodents are nocturnal
animals, control mice showed the expected diurnal variation
with significantly longer time spent in wake states during the
dark cycle phase. In contrast, the LPS-treated mice lost this
circadian rhythm. Sleep microstructure also showed significant alteration in the LPS mice specifically during the
dark cycle, caused by significantly longer average NREM
cycle durations. No significance was found between treatment groups for the delta power data; however, significant
activity-dependent changes in theta-beta power ratios seen in
controls were absent in the LPS-exposed mice. In conclusion,
exposure to in utero inflammation in CD1 mice resulted in

significantly altered sleep architecture as adults that were
circadian cycle and activity state dependent (Adler,
Ammanuel et al. 2014).

Clinical and Translational Evidence for Immune
Regulation of Sleep
Because diseases that plague western societies and constitute
major public health crises are inflammatory, extensive
clinical and translational research has been devoted to
targeting cytokines and inflammatory mediators in patient
populations. For example, TNF receptor antagonists have
been used to treat patients suffering from RA, psoriasis,
major depressive disorders, alcohol dependence, insomnia,
and sleep apnea, and IL1 antagonists effectively treat a
variety of inflammatory bone and joint diseases and heart
failure. Clinically available inhibitors of either IL-1 (eg, the
IL-1-receptor antagonist, anakinra) or TNF (eg, the TNF
soluble receptor, etanercept) alleviate fatigue and excess
sleepiness in humans with pathologies such as sleep apnea or
RA (Franklin, 1999; Vgontzas et al, 2004; Omdal and
Gunnarsson, 2005).
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Relatively few studies have used polysomnography to
determine the impact of cytokine antagonists on sleep of
patients undergoing treatment for inflammatory diseases. A
recent study by Miller et al of treatment-resistant major
depression (Weinberger et al, 2015) demonstrates that TNF
antagonism may be effective in reducing inflammation,
improving depressive symptoms, and consolidating sleep. In
this study, polysomnography was used to determine sleep
parameters at baseline from 36 patients with treatmentresistant major depression. Subjects then were randomized
into a treatment arm, using the TNF antagonist infliximab,
or placebo. Markers of inflammation included CRP, TNF,
and its soluble receptors. Infliximab treatment reduced
spontaneous arousals during the night and increased sleep
efficiency, changes in sleep that correlated with reduction in
the soluble TNF receptor 1. In addition, blockade of TNF has
been found to induce a short-term normalization of REM
sleep in alcohol-dependent patients with high levels of REM
sleep (Irwin et al, 2009); the decrease in REM sleep correlated
with pharmacologic neutralization of biologically active TNF.
Zamarron et al (2004) also found that TNF blockade
improved sleep continuity and increased sleep depth in
patients with RA. Finally, TNF antagonism has been found
to reduce daytime sleepiness in patients with sleep apnea
(Vgontzas et al, 2004), and it possibly improves other
depressive symptoms among those with high levels of
inflammation (Raison et al, 2013).
Whereas numerous clinical studies targeting inflammatory
processes within the context of pathology demonstrate
improvement in sleep disturbances associated with disease,
translational studies of healthy human volunteers have not
yielded results similar to those obtained from preclinical
animal studies. Discrepancies between the preclinical and
translational studies of healthy adults may be attributed to
species difference and other factors. For example, the group
of Born used a placebo-controlled crossover design to
determine the effects of the IL1 receptor antagonist anakinra
on sleep and memory function in healthy male volunteers
(Schmidt et al, 2015). In this translational study, anakinra
reduced IL1 production by monocytes, indicating it was
effective in the periphery. However, in contrast to preclinical
animal studies, anakinra did not alter sleep or memory
function, although EEG slow-wave activity during SWS
actually increased. Other translational studies targeting the
immune to sleep link also suggest that the relationships
revealed by extensive preclinical research are not fully
supported, and more studies using human subjects are
necessary to understand how targeting inflammatory systems
during pathology reduces the burden of disease.

for insomnia, CBT-I) and mind-body or relaxation-based
therapies (eg, Tai chi and Yoga) have been found to yield
significant improvements in sleep outcomes (Irwin et al,
2008, 2014), with evidence that CBT-I is as effective in
treating insomnia complaints as pharmacological treatments
(Morin et al, 1999). Here we focus on behavioral and mind–
body interventions that target insomnia, because of their
potential to modulate certain aspects of the immune system,
including innate immune response elements. Unfortunately,
there is an absence of empirical randomized controlled trial
data, which have examined the effects of pharmacologic
treatment of insomnia on inflammatory or other immune
outcomes.
CBT-I has a robust efficacy profile in the treatment of
insomnia (Irwin et al, 2006; Morin et al, 2006). CBT-I is a
multicomponent behavioral intervention that provides sleep
education, stimulus control (strengthening associations
between bed and sleep), and therapy for anxiety-provoking
beliefs about sleep, primarily targets sleep behaviors with
effects on arousal mechanisms. However, its implementation
in community and primary care settings remains limited
because CBT-I is intensive and requires administration by
highly trained therapists; (Morin, 2015) hence recent
attention has focused on self-care interventions, such as
mind–body interventions, which can be exported to the
community. Furthermore, because it is thought that
hyperarousal mechanisms, including activation of the SNS,
contribute to the onset and perpetuation of insomnia (Morin
et al, 2003; Nofzinger et al, 2004; Bonnet and Arand, 2010),
we and others have hypothesized that mind–body interventions may also be effective in the treatment of insomnia
because these approaches primarily target these arousal
mechanisms. Indeed, controlled trial evidence provides
support for the use of mind–body interventions for sleep
disturbances in adults (Andersen et al, 2013; Britton et al,
2012) with evidence that a movement-based mind-body
intervention, Tai chi, can improve sleep quality in older
adults (Irwin et al, 2008, 2014). Even mind–body interventions that do not incorporate components of physical
activity, such as mindfulness meditation, have been found
to improve sleep. For example, we have evaluated the
treatment efficacy of a mindful awareness practices (MAPs),
on insomnia complaints, and found that MAPs can improve
sleep quality in older adults with an ES comparable to
CBT-I (Black et al, 2015) (Figure 11). MAPs is an evidencebased program, similar to other mind–body interventions
(Goyal et al, 2014), which trains one in the systematic
practice of attending to moment-by-moment experiences,
thoughts, and emotions from a non-judgmental perspective
(Brown and Ryan, 2003).
Randomized controlled trials that test the efficacy of CBT-I
or mind–body interventions on insomnia also provide an
opportunity to evaluate whether remission of insomnia is
causally associated with a reversal of inflammation. In
contrast, pharmacological treatment that improves insomnia
might have confounding influences on measures of inflammation. Indeed, mind–body interventions that target
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BEHAVIORAL TREATMENT OF SLEEP
DISTURBANCE: IMPACT ON INFLAMMATION
Among the various treatment options for patients with sleep
disturbance and insomnia, pharmacologic, psychological,
and behavioral approaches (eg, cognitive behavioral therapy
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Figure 11. Estimated PSQI levels ( ± SE) before and after intervention.
Significant (P = 0.002) differences were found between groups covarying
for pre-intervention PSQI score; PSQI, Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index.

stress-response pathways also influence inflammatory dynamics. Our meta-analyses found that a variety of different
approaches including Tai chi, Yoga, and meditation, reduce
circulating levels of CRP, for example (Morgan et al, 2014).
Building on this work, genomics-based methods have been
recently used to assess inflammation. Seven different
randomized controls of mind–body therapies (ie, Tai chi,
meditation, Yoga) have all been shown to reverse the pattern
of leukocyte transcriptional alterations including activation
of genes regulated by the proinflammatory NF-κB/Rel family
(Bower and Irwin, 2016).
In insomnia patients, CBT-I and the mind–body intervention, Tai chi, can effectively reverse that activation of
inflammatory pathways associated with insomnia (Irwin
et al, 2014, 2015). In a randomized, controlled, comparative
efficacy trial over 4 months with follow-up at 7 and
16 months in 123 older adults with insomnia, we found that
CBT-I and TCC were associated with improvements in sleep
quality, fatigue, and depressive symptoms as compared with
an active control, sleep seminar (SS). In addition, remission
of insomnia was associated with reduced proportion of
having high CRP (43.0 pg/ml) at month 16. SS controlled
for nonspecific factors (eg, expectation, group, and attention). Indeed, the levels of this marker of inflammatory risk
were 50% lower one year after treatment among those who
showed insomnia remission (Irwin et al, 2014), which are
comparable to the benefits reported with vigorous physical
activity (Ford, 2002) or weight loss (Esposito et al, 2003).
Similarly, in men on hemodialysis who had sleep problems
findings, exercise training on sleep quality and inflammation
(Afshar et al, 2011). Notably, decreases in CRP associated
with CBT-I and TCC treatment of insomnia were not related
to changes in physical activity.
Further research examined whether treatment of insomnia
might reverse increase in TLR-4 induced activation of
monocyte production of IL-6 and TNF and increase in
proinflammatory gene expression programs and the specific
pattern of bioinformatically inferred TF activation (ie,
increased activity of NF-κB/Rel and AP-1 TFs) relative to

Monocytes co-producing IL-6 and TNF-α, %
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Figure 12. Toll-like 4 Receptor Stimulated Monocytic Production from
Baseline to Month 16, by Treatment Group. Values are mean (SEM)
percentage of monocytes producing IL-6 (a), TNF (b); or both IL-6
and TNF (c). Shaded area indicates period of administration of
intervention following baseline assessment. Significant pairwise
comparisons: CBT vs SS Po0.05; TCC vs SS Po0.05, CBT vs TCC
Po0.05.

SS. TCC targeted stress effector mechanisms and reduced
TLR-4-activated monocyte production of IL-6 and TNF
(Figure 12). Along with remission of insomnia, CBT-I was
found to reverse the activation of molecular inflammatory
signaling pathways, including reduced activity of NF-κB,
reduced activity of AP-1, and reduced activity of CREB, due
to downregulation of genes primarily from monocytes
and dendritic cell populations (Figure 13). Interestingly, the
reduction of cellular inflammation induced by TCC was
maintained during follow-up at 7 and 16 months, even
though improvements in sleep disturbance were not maintained in the long term, suggesting that these changes are
independent of improvements in sleep but rather through
changes in other effector mechanisms such as the sympovagal balance.
Finally, the focus on inflammation should be viewed
within the broader context of sleep disturbances being linked
to increased morbidity and mortality, and other biomarkers
of diabetes and cardiovascular disease risk. Indeed, in a
population-based sample of 109 older adults with chronic
and primary insomnia, multisystem biological risk was
significantly reduced along with treatment of insomnia
(Carroll et al, 2015). Multisystem biological risk was
comprised of eight biomarkers: high-density lipoprotein,
low-density lipoprotein, triglycerides, hemoglobin A1c,
glucose, insulin, CRP, and fibrinogen, in which a multisystem risk score was computed using clinical laboratory
cutoffs defined as abnormal. Again, participants assigned to
either CBT-I or TCC showed significantly lower risk scores
as compared with SS at 16 months. CBT-I reduced risk of
being in the high-risk group at 4 months and at 16 months,
whereas TCC reduced the risk at 16-months. Improvements
in sleep quality, as defined by a clinical severity threshold,
...................................................................................................................................................
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Figure 13. Transcription factor activity as measured by TELiS promoter-based bioinformatic analyses of genes at 4 months (post intervention), showing
differential change in gene expression for comparisons of CBT vs SS, and TCC vs SS.

reduced the likelihood of being in the high-risk group at 16months. (Carroll and Seeman et al, 2015).
Given that these clinical biomarkers are associated with
cardiovascular, metabolic, and inflammatory disease risk,
improving sleep quality has the potential to reduce the risk of
chronic disease in older adults with insomnia. Moreover in
relation to inflammatory dynamics, behavioral approaches
might provide a strategy for redirecting the leukocyte
transcriptome via the induction of multiple trans-acting
transcription factors via β-adrenergic receptor signaling that
is activated in association with life adversity and sleep loss.
Together, these data provide an evidence-based molecular
framework to understand how behavioral interventions that
target sleep may reduce inflammation. Finally, treatment of
sleep disturbance may represent a third pillar, along with diet
and physical activity, to promote lifestyle changes with
benefits on health.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND CLINICAL
IMPLICATIONS
Investigation of the environmental and personalized genomic inputs that influence sleep and inflammatory biological
mechanisms is needed to understand how distinct aspects
of sleep map onto immunological signatures. Sleep is not
homogeneous, and multiple factors including circadian
rhythms, homeostatic drive to sleep, and physical activity,
can all impact sleep quality, sleep duration, and sleep depth,
yet the vast majority of human research linking sleep
disturbance to inflammation has not considered the overlapping influences of these additional factors on sleep
processes. In addition, most naturalistic studies have assessed
sleep disturbance using self-report measures, and there is a
relative absence of research using quantitative polysomnography to better characterize microstructural changes in
...................................................................................................................................................
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sleep that might be associated with sleep quality and
inflammatory outcomes. A better knowledge of the objective
aspects of sleep disturbance on inflammatory disease risk will
inform what specific aspects of sleep might be targeted to
moderate the associations between sleep disturbance, inflammation, and adverse health outcomes including depression. Moreover, precise risk profiles that are informed by
inflammatory mechanisms will guide development of interventions that target sleep disturbance as one strategy to
augment therapeutic control of inflammatory- and neuropsychiatric diseases such as depression.
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